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OLIVIA ROWLAND

In its second successful year, Rural Arts announces ‘FRESH’, a showcase of work by 14
‘up and coming’ contemporary artists from across the UK. The two week show aims to
provide a springboard for emerging artists to exhibit a visual landscape of painting,
drawing, photography, ceramics and installation as well as diversifying our annual
exhibition programme by presenting work that breaks down the barriers between art
disciplines.
We would also like to say a special thank you to Hambleton Decorative and Fine Arts
Society for their kind support and generous donation towards the purchase of our
new exhibition kit.

My practice salvages, revisits and retells personal
histories as imagistic narratives. Though rooted in
truth, their initial sense of authenticity is confused
by deliberate layers of misdirection in the form of
drawing and prose. Mark-making is central to this
practice. The combination of fragmented visual
and textual signifiers enables the viewer to piece
together clues and navigate the story’s origins in
order to decipher what they believe to be truly
legitimate. I specialise in etching and drawing.
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SHEYDA PORTER

Sculpture

Within my current practice I have been
extrapolating the use and physicality of print
making. I have been positioning my work within a
mode of mass production of my art making process;
establishing a performative studio based practice
by becoming a product of a committed and set
prolonged period of time, dedicated to the act
of repetitive work making. The significance of the
operative nature is held within the prints display:
rolled up, laid out, installed and suspended; the
printed work is treated as a set of objects that
have further potential.

Cursory Glances

sheyda.porter@gmail.com

Lino print onto lining paper

chloellawrence@outlook.com

CHLOË LAWRENCE

Etching with watercolour

o.rowland@hotmail.co.uk

FRESH

Photograph

chrsyk@hotmail.com

CHRIS SYKES

The Residue of the Cave

This body of work looks closely at artefacts
that have been used for thousands of years, for
jewellery, art and religion. The residue of the cave
attempts to look for the essence of a thing by
looking closely at the artefacts to see if we can
find residue or traces of humanity within these
objects.
Chris adopts narrative based structures in order
to communicate a broad range of personal
issues that have a universal human dimension,
whether exploring deeply personal traumas or
approaching deeply philosophical questions
about existence.
His work pushes the boundaries of the medium
often adopting experimental approaches to find
novel endpoints within his projects.
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Idea Generating Machine No.9 part. 1

My practice primarily explores subject-object
dialectic and the relationship between objects.
As well as being a formal investigation into
objects as sculptural forms with surface textures
and spatial qualities, it also poses ontological
questions regarding the existence of everyday
objects, and human interaction and perception
within the everyday.
My work deals with re-using and re-purposing
cast out objects, which are no longer wanted to
function purposefully; while at the same time,
discusses the notion of art-making as an everyday
practice, akin to cooking, talking, reading,
shopping, and cleaning.
The ongoing series of works “Idea Generating
Machines” define art-making as a tactical
apparatus; they are created to celebrate the
sculptural possibilities of discarded objects and
thus present subjective representations of the
mundane within the everyday. The underlying
intention of these series of works is to create
an intimate way of perceiving abandoned items
and to transform them into objects of aesthetic
importance through a conscious care and
attention. The repeated gesture of applying paint
is intended to rid these objects of their practical
connotations, to reduce them to their ‘thingness’
in order to redefine and reinterpret them, to form
an illusion of mere physical material without a
history or a beginning.
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I wanted to harness the symbolism of the
domestic - the British tea ceremony, and all that
it represents.

dianewatson283@yahoo.com

Despite being happily married I was interested
in messages in the domestic environment and
the opportunities for meaningful dialogue
in a relationship that is not broken… but not
working, where the couple is talking…. but not
communicating.

DIANE WATSON

Print

Installation

katebuckvester@googlemail.com

KATE BUCKLEY

‘Let’s share the moment, sit down and talk.’
We need to talk...

Plastics

Sculpture

leewarner.77@gmail.com

LEE WARNER
Lee Warner’s practice strives to produce work that
expresses a depth of content in such a way that
it is enjoyable and interesting for everyone, from
seasoned art critics to young children. By selecting
and blending materials and subject matter in
tune with art history and everyday life, outcomes
have a strangely pleasing aesthetic that is readily
received by the viewer. His work is intentionally
open to a wide variety of interpretation, provoking
conversation and contemplation.

DOUG JAMES

Exploring flow in kiln-formed glass, I am inspired
by the fluid qualities of hot glass. I use a variety of
methods working with powders to create unique
pieces that flaunt the colours and fluidity of the
glass. I am interesting in how glass moves whilst
hot, and how it can be manipulated to capture the
beauty of this fluid state. My current collection is
all about creating ripples of colour in the glass
and creating pieces that are created in a process
somewhere between casting and fusing.

Sculpture
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Glass

marifisherglass@gmail.com

MARI FISHER

doug@modedesign.tv

Kitchen Sink

Glass Bowl

Eight million tonnes of plastic ends up in the sea
and oceans every year – and much of this waste
gets washed up on our beaches.
Walks along our beautiful North East coastline
have raised my awareness and concern for this
environmental issue. What began as an interest
in collecting driftwood to transform into made
items has become a fascination with the objects I
find on the beach.
These objects that once belonged to children
- toys, spades, plastic sand moulds, discarded
or lost Lego bricks - have only served to add
significance to the need to raise awareness of
environmental issues, leaving a better place for
future generations.
My recent work combines all of these elements
- driftwood pieces embedded with my plastic
finds, as if the plastics are being reunited with
nature; and photographs of the plastic treasure
troves uncovered on the beach. Some of
these photographs are manipulated to create
kaleidoscopic images, reminiscent of exquisite
wallpapers thereby changing the mundane into
something intriguing and beautiful and recalling
the repeating patterns found in nature.
This collection of work aims to reunite the viewer
with the simple pleasures of childhood and the
importance of preserving the beach as a clean,
safe place of wonderment for future generations
to enjoy and care for.

I use found items, castings and supplementary
materials. They go through a process of
deconstruction and reassembly to explore new
meanings and content. I frequently refer to
literature that echoes this process; in this instance
fragments of Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino.

The Joy of Expelling
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jakem133.mullins@hotmail.co.uk

JORDAN PALMER
jordanpalmer18@hotmail.co.uk

Rust and Steel a Dead Industry

James Bell paints intense personal moments,
luring the viewer around in infinite circles. A
fictional and experiential universe without
reference to recognisable form; interpretation
becomes multifaceted.

Shōgatsu/Japanese New Year

Sculpture

Screen print onto steel

hazel_dixon@ymail.com

HAZEL DIXON
I’m currently experimenting with rust as a method
of addressing problems in the local community.
In this case, the steel industry, which has now
closed down and has rendered many people
unemployed and poverty stricken. I aimed to
explore the issue by creating art that represents
what the industry meant to people and also what
it is today. I did this by using steel plates that
are covered in rusted images of the industrial
plants and collapsed habitations of Redcar and
Middlesbrough. My work represents the struggle
of the working class people living in the UK,
which is why I have chosen to create dark, grungy
pieces of art. I did this by rusting sheets of A1
steel and screen printing images on top.

I am a painter interested in depicting abstracted
compositions that comment on the idea of ‘good
taste’ and modern design. Adopting a technique
of using masking tape stencils, I seek to construct
fabricated interiors taking inspiration from Home
Style magazines such as The World of Interiors
and living room set-ups in department stores
such as John Lewis. I am also fascinated by how
public spaces are often furnished with similar
aspirational objects alluding to a place of wealth
and sophistication. My work uses motifs such as
potted plants, fashionable sofas and minimalist
shelving to comment on the ‘good life’ displaying
an example of the perfect contemporary home
containing no visible clutter normally found in the
domestic space.

JAMES BELL
Abstract painting

The light boxes are an on-going project using
found photographic slides of all sizes and origins.
Came as an accident and developed into an
obsession, working with found slides has given
me the opportunity to create little 3 dimensional
worlds. Lately I am working towards finding
different ways of viewing the collages and give a
more interactive experience to the viewer.

Design Icon No.2

jamesbellartist@gmail.com

The Wisest Man

Although my public presence in the Arts is very
recent I have been working with mixed media for
the past 5 years. I have been experimenting with
a variety of materials until recently to find what
will express me. There are two things that I always
enjoyed, stories and collecting anything of any
interest. Since I was little I would be fascinated
with storytelling, from reading a book to be told
mythological or religious tales in school. It was
only natural after years of searching for a suitable
medium and inspiration, to put the two together
and create my own version of those stories as
well as my own. I create intricate pieces based
on mythology-philosophy, poetry, the materials
I have in my hands at that time or my personal
experiences and thoughts. I use collage and
assemblage techniques to compose my pieces
with the narrative an integral part of the work
weaved throughout. All materials used are found,
thrown out or discarded. Reusing these pieces
gives them a new life and purpose.

JAKE MULLINS
Acrylic on canvas

Mixed media assemblage

k_hagikalfa@yahoo.co.uk

EVAGELIA HAGIKALFA

Catch My Drift

I am a very compulsive artist, I work extremely
spontaneously and instinctively. I see things that
others may not and use this to my advantage.
Architectural constructions play dominant roles
framing the connections between different
contrasting objects. although there is an
intentional concept and meaning of relationships
between objects, contrast and balance the pieces
still give a feel of ambiguity, juxtaposition and
provoke curiosity in a playful manor. I seem to
follow a pattern of ‘minimalism vs abstraction’,
‘organic vs man made’ and ‘strength vs fragility’.
This obsessive nature of combining binary
opposites has always been apparent in my work.
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